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Arvinius + Orfeus Publishing is proud to present
COBE: OUR URBAN LIVING ROOM.
Birthday party on Israel’s Square, workplace at the local library or an afternoon
in the sun on Queen Louise’s Bridge. For Cobe, the city is our living room and
we are increasingly moving our everyday activities into it, where we feel at home.
In the book Our Urban Living Room, they speak about their vision and show the
ideas behind their projects from the past ten years of work in Copenhagen.
Our Urban Living Room is a careful examination of Copenhagen and the lives
it contains. It is a look into Cobe’s projects and processes and it tells a story
about Copenhagen’s architectural development – and how this development
affects the conditions of people’s lives.
In connection with the book release, Cobe is opening the doors to an exhibition
at the Danish Architecture Centre (DAC) in Copenhagen. The exhibition continues to their own office at the Paper Island – a short walk from DAC.
This encompasses what it’s all about - the physical projects in the city. The
exhibition between the two locations and further around Copenhagen offers an
opportunity to experience the different projects of Cobe up close and explore
the architecture and the city’s urban living rooms.
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Founded in 2006 by architect Dan Stubbergaard, Cobe has established itself as
a leading design studio with a great understanding of architecture’s function as
a social engine.
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